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The SCOPE Supply Chain Summit is a unique invitation-only event that has been bringing together top-level supply chain
executives for over 12 years. Using a unique model of targeted one-on-one research meetings with leading solution providers,
paired with an 100% peer driven educational program addressing the latest technology trends, operational challenges and
improvement opportunities. SCOPE is the best way to come together with top leaders to exchange ideas, collaborate and
define the future competitive landscape for supply chain.

KEY THEMES:
SUPPLY CHAIN STRATEGIES TO INCREASE VISIBILITY

The strategies track was specifically developed to support supply chain leaders with best strategies and
management tactics relating to supply chain performance, risk assessment, data analytics, and technology selection, among others. During this track experts in the field will address some of the most pressing
challenges for the supply chain organization and business model as a whole.

WORKFORCE AND TALENT MANAGEMENT

To drive optimal levels of operational success in today’s environment, business leaders need to engage
high-performing employees, foster new talent and keep developing their workforce. Throughout this
track workforce management experts will discuss top approaches to keeping an engaged workforce,
managing the changing supply chain landscape and tackling the task of attracting qualified talent.

ADOPTION OF RISING TECHNOLOGIES

The digital revolution is making a big impact in the world of supply chain, providing more data than ever
before. Artificial intelligence, blockchain, automation and robotics, and IoT technology are changing the
game for many organizations and will transform every aspect of the supply chain in the next few years.
However, the successful selection and adoption of these technologies is the top challenge that many
leaders are confronting. During this track, experts will discuss best practices for implementation and
fruitful case studies of their digital transformation.

TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES TO REDUCE COSTS

Transportation is one of most costly and time-consuming roles in the supply chain. During this track
attendees will hear from industry experts on leading strategies for successful 3PL partnerships, last mile
delivery, contract negotiation, driver shortage solutions, and other efficient transportation tactics leading to effective cost-cutting solutions.

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT AND OPTIMIZATION

This track was designed for those leading DC/warehouse operations and will address some of the most
significant challenges inside operational facilities, including labor and automation, inventory, WMS selection, and fulfillment demands providing comprehensive solutions to enhance day-to-day operations.

TARGET AUDIENCE

Senior Level Executives (C-Level, SVP, VP, Director, Lead, Manager) of:
Supply Chain• Logistics • Operations • Distribution • Warehousing • Procurement• IT
STEERING COMMITTEE
• Excelitas Technologies Corp.
• Wild Republic
• Dell
• Aluwind Inc
• Boeing Co
• Catawba Valley Medical
Center
• Chico’s FAS, Inc.
• Cisco

• Coty
• Diamond Crystal Brands
• DPI Specialty Foods
• Duncan Family Farms
• Furmano Foods, Inc
• Grady
• IEWC Global Solutions
• Intel
• Libbey Inc

• Mars Food North America
• McWane Ductlie
• MityLite
• Peter Thomas Roth
• Pharmalink
• Sagent Pharmaceuticals
• SKLZ
• Sprint Corporation
• Stage Store (Specialty Retailers)
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• Terma NA
• Tiffany & Co.
• Verizon
• ViskoTeepak
• Watlow Electric
• Welspun USA
• WESTERN EXTRUSIONS
• Westlake Chemical
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